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Why robots
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Robots …

are becoming more and more widespread: in production, healthcare, home-
assistance, education, entertainment, search and rescue

have the potential to complement human abilities or currently available tools

are already in use in disaster response (Fukushima; 9/11; …)
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Why robots
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Robots in disaster robotics (search&rescue) can…

decrease risk to responders/firemen

improve the response capabilities
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The Rise of Disaster Robotics

The Fukushima disaster inspired robotics competitions 
aimed at search&rescue 


Robots are being deployed in actual disasters


Center for Robot-Assisted Search and Rescue, 
Texas A&M University -> Roboticists without 
borders


NIFTi, TRADR


Drones are becoming widespread among fire brigades
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People and robots working together in a team
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Robot-Assisted Disaster response in NIFTi & TRADR

What does it take to make a robot a 
good team player


how can it be useful (tasks)


what does it need to observe (perception) and be 
able to do (action)


what robot behaviour do humans expect 


how (and when) should it interact and with them


how, when & what should it communicate


how & when do they (want to) control it
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Robot-Assisted Disaster response in NIFTi & TRADR

Driven by human performance factors

• how do humans see the environment


• what do humans need to know


• how do humans communicate


• how are humans influenced by cognitive load and 
stress


         understand & adapt
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Fig. 3 left, in-field rescuer with TrexCOP; righ, screenshot of TrexCOP. 

4.2 Results 

In this section the results are described of the feedback from participants and the 
(RM)3 agents log files. The Information flows through the system through various 
(RM)3 agents. First the Content Providing Agent adds the data, enriched with meta 
data, to the system. For example, the in-field rescuer submits a victim-report with 
a certain location. Second the Content Targeting Agent calculates the priority of 
each piece of information for each receiver (Recv) and adds the corresponding 
DeliveryItem (DI) to the delivery list. This set of DeliveryItems is input for the 
third agent, the Content Presentation Agents. It decides which DeliveryItem is 
send to the user through which Means of Interaction (MOI). For example, a medic 
who is close to the victim is given the in-field-rescuer’s report in an obtrusive 
way. See figure below for an excerpt of its log files. The fourth agent is coupled 
with an MOI and presents the piece of information to the user.   

 

Fig. 4 Screen shot of the Content Presentation Agent logs. 

One piece of information was handled by the Content Presentation Agent in the 
above log excerpt. It found three delivery items for the three actors in the scenario. 
For the Mission Commander the priority was high so it sent the information to the 
corresponding TrexCOP-Map and TrexCOP-PopUp Means of Interaction. For the 
In-Field Rescuer the priority was not that high so it routed it only to the TrexCOP-
Map Means of Interaction. The UGV Operator was not connected to the system. 
So the presentation could not deliver this piece of information yet. 

During the evaluation we observed the participants and they also gave feedback to 
the test leader. One of the results was that especially the in-field rescuer liked to 
add to the common picture with a team and by use of a tablet in the field. Another 
result was that the calculation of the priority of the information for a specific actor 
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Robot-Assisted Disaster response in NIFTi & TRADR
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... from the viewpoint and  
in close collaboration with end users

with strong focus on integration and 
testing in realistic scenarios
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• Situation assessment of a disaster site

• truck accident in a tunnel


• chemical freight train accident


• earthquake


10

NIFTi scenarios
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• Team composition:  
from operator-robot dyad  
to a geographically distributed team:

• one or more UGVs and a UAV


• in-field rescuer


• robot operators 


• mission specialists


• mission commander

11

NIFTi scenarios
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Fig. 3 left, in-field rescuer with TrexCOP; righ, screenshot of TrexCOP. 

4.2 Results 

In this section the results are described of the feedback from participants and the 
(RM)3 agents log files. The Information flows through the system through various 
(RM)3 agents. First the Content Providing Agent adds the data, enriched with meta 
data, to the system. For example, the in-field rescuer submits a victim-report with 
a certain location. Second the Content Targeting Agent calculates the priority of 
each piece of information for each receiver (Recv) and adds the corresponding 
DeliveryItem (DI) to the delivery list. This set of DeliveryItems is input for the 
third agent, the Content Presentation Agents. It decides which DeliveryItem is 
send to the user through which Means of Interaction (MOI). For example, a medic 
who is close to the victim is given the in-field-rescuer’s report in an obtrusive 
way. See figure below for an excerpt of its log files. The fourth agent is coupled 
with an MOI and presents the piece of information to the user.   

 

Fig. 4 Screen shot of the Content Presentation Agent logs. 

One piece of information was handled by the Content Presentation Agent in the 
above log excerpt. It found three delivery items for the three actors in the scenario. 
For the Mission Commander the priority was high so it sent the information to the 
corresponding TrexCOP-Map and TrexCOP-PopUp Means of Interaction. For the 
In-Field Rescuer the priority was not that high so it routed it only to the TrexCOP-
Map Means of Interaction. The UGV Operator was not connected to the system. 
So the presentation could not deliver this piece of information yet. 

During the evaluation we observed the participants and they also gave feedback to 
the test leader. One of the results was that especially the in-field rescuer liked to 
add to the common picture with a team and by use of a tablet in the field. Another 
result was that the calculation of the priority of the information for a specific actor 

January 2011
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NIFTi Overview
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YouTube: EU FP7 NIFTi channel: NIFTi project summary: https://www.youtube.com/user/EUFP7NIFTi December 2013
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NIFTi deployment in Mirandola, 2012

G.J.M. Kruijff et al. Rescue Robots at Earthquake-Hit Mirandola, Italy: a Field Report. In: Proc. of the 10th IEEE International Symposium on Safety, Security, and Rescue 
Robotics (SSRR). IEEE Press, 11/2012.
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NIFTi Lessons learnt

• Partial autonomy is needed to 
decrease cognitive load of 
human operators 

• System must support gradually 
building and transferring 
situation awareness from one 
sortie to the next (persistence)

14
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TRADR scenario
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YouTube: EU FP7 TRADR channel: TRADR Joint Exercise (TJEx) 2015: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4z86nUlgEqc

May 2015
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TRADR Reports
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Reporting Server 

Repositories 

Observables 

LLDB 

HLDB 

Aggregator 

Document 
Generator 

User Clients 

GLDB 

Bridges 

Push 

XMLRPC 

HTTP 

Media 
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TRADR Interactive Mission Reports
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TRADR Interactive Mission Reports
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TRADR Interactive Mission Reports
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TRADR Deployment in Amatrice
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6.2 earthquake hit Amatrice, Italy on August 24 2016: 
295 dead, town almost completely destroyed

Main street of Amatrice before…    … and after
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TRADR Deployment in Amatrice

The italian fire brigade Vigili del Fuoco asked 
TRADR to deploy robots to construct 3D textured 
models of two severely damaged churches in 
danger of collapse


48 hours between request and on-site deployment


 operation 8-19 (incl. material move & setup time)

21

San Francesco Sant’Agostino
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TRADR Deployment in Amatrice
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TRADR UGV (BlueBotics):

AscTec Falcon

DJI Phantom 4

Flexible mounting of 
sensors on standard rails 
on robot body; connectors 
to on-board computer
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San Francesco
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cf. “EU FP7 TRADR” channel on YouTube 
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Sant’Agostino
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cf. “EU FP7 TRADR” channel on YouTube 
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3D Models
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Summary
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Using robots to support situation 
awareness


User-centric approach


Human-robot teaming


Persistence


Deployment capacity
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Summary
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Using robots to support situation 
awareness


User-centric approach


Human-robot teaming


Persistence


Deployment capacityx
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Future Possibilities: 2017 and beyond

Raising awareness

Technology Days


Participation in response exercises


Organising training 


Integrating TRADR-based capability  
in a European response module


Creating a European robot-assisted 
disaster response center, partner to 
CRASAR; interest of ERCC ?
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Save the day:

TRADR Technology Day


November 4 2016

Dortmund

Modex 2016

October 4-7 2016


Sicily?



Thank You  

nifti.eu
tradr-project.eu  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